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De Kampioen is the magazine of The Royal Dutch
Touring Club ANWB in The Netherlands. It's published
10 times a year with a circulation of approximately 3,5
million copies.
Gangrene is the term used to describe the necrosis or
death of soft tissue due to obstructed circulation, usually
followed by decomposition and putrefaction, a serious,
potentially fatal complication. The presented book
discusses different aspects of this condition, such as
etiology, predisposing factors, demography, pathologic
anatomy and mechanisms of development, molecular
biology, immunology, microbiology and more. A variety
of management strategies, including pharmacological
treatment options, surgical and non-surgical solutions
and auxiliary methods, are also extensively discussed in
the book's chapters. The purpose of the book is not only
to provide a reader with an updated information on the
discussed problem, but also to give an opportunity for
expert opinions exchange and experience sharing. The
book contains a collection of 13 articles, contributed by
experts, who have conducted a research in the selected
area, and also possesses a vast experience in practical
management of gangrene and necrosis of different
locations.
This book offers unique insights into modern African
architecture, influenced by modern European
architecture, and at the same time a natural successor to
existing site-specific and traditional architecture. It brings
together the worlds of traditional site-specific architecture
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with the Modernist Project in Africa, which to date have
only been considered in isolation. The book covers the
four architectural disciplines: urban planning, building
technology, building physics, and conservation. It
includes an introduction with a historical outline and an
analysis and comparison of a number of projects in
various countries in Africa. On the basis of examples
drawn from practice, the author documents and
describes the hybrid architectural forms that have
emerged from the confrontation and fusion with
(pre)modern Western architecture and urban planning,
and in so doing he also narrates the history of African
architecture.
In the world of architectural conservation, there is little
tolerance for reconstructing or even protecting historic
facades when everything behind is modern, and even
less for reconstructing a building that has been
completely destroyed. These offenses are considered
lies against history. In this thoughtful, revealing work,
conservation expert Wim Denslagen traces this
predilection for honesty to the legacy of Functionalism, a
Romantic-era movement that denounced the building of
pseudo-architecture in favor of a new, rational form of
building. With detailed analyses of headline-making
restoration projects from Bruges to Berlin, Denslagen
shows that the adoption of these romantic values by
conservationists gave rise to a new wave of modern
additions and transformations.
This book focuses on the seismic design of building
structures and their foundations to Eurocode 8. It covers
the principles of seismic design in a clear but brief
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manner and then links these concepts to the provisions
of Eurocode 8. It addresses the fundamental concepts
related to seismic hazard, ground motion models, basic
dynamics, seismic analysis, siting considerations,
structural layout, and design philosophies, then leads to
the specifics of Eurocode 8. Code procedures are
applied with the aid of walk-through design examples
which, where possible, deal with a common case study
in most chapters. As well as an update throughout, this
second edition incorporates three new and topical
chapters dedicated to specific seismic design aspects of
timber buildings and masonry structures, as well as baseisolation and supplemental damping. There is renewed
interest in the use of sustainable timber buildings, and
masonry structures still represent a popular choice in
many areas. Moreover, seismic isolation and
supplemental damping can offer low-damage solutions
which are being increasingly considered in practice. The
book stems primarily from practical short courses on
seismic design which have been run over a number of
years and through the development Eurocode 8. The
contributors to this book are either specialist academics
with significant consulting experience in seismic design,
or leading practitioners who are actively engaged in large
projects in seismic areas. This experience has provided
significant insight into important areas in which guidance
is required.
How space is making Rotterdam warmer, how this affects the
health of its inhabitants, and what can be done about it.
On the Threshold of Beauty' is an exciting and detailed
reconstruction of the emergence of electronic music in the
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Netherlands. Author Kees Tazelaar, composer and head of
the Institute of Sonology at the Royal Conservatoire in The
Hague, grippingly relates its turbulent history from the earliest
beginnings. This history begins around 1930 with the studio
of the Philips Physics Laboratory and the plans for the Philips
pavilion at Expo 58 in Brussels. The goal was a light and
sound demonstration for the general public, but the
involvement of Le Corbusier, Iannis Xenakis and Edgard
Varèse gave this project a highly avant-garde turn. The result,
Poème électronique, was considered by many to be much
more experimental than the music of the research laboratory.
In 1960 Philips divested itself of the studio. It was absorbed
into a new studio at Utrecht University, where Gottfried
Michael Koenig became artistic director in 1964. Tazelaar
also looks in detail at the influence wielded by the Contact
Organization for Electronic Music during this period. -Publisher.
The political history of Belgium is a fascinating story that
should not be kept from speakers of English in Belgium and
abroad. From an international point of view, Belgium has
been a trendsetter in many ways. It was the first country on
the European continent to experience a quick process of
industrialisation, with the development of the first liberal state
following closely behind. More than elsewhere, liberalism
reigned supreme in the 19th century, and as a result the
social question was raised with great vehemence. The World
Wars put Belgium in the middle of the fighting twice over;
especially after 1945, the country played a prominent
international role, first in the foundation of the Atlantic alliance
and the European construction, and later in the
decolonisation of the Congo. In the meantime, Belgium has
developed into one of the countries experiencing the full force
of globalisation, and, thanks to Brussels, into one of the
preeminent international political centres. Belgium is also a
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model of pacification democracy. Throughout many conflicts
during the 19th and 20th centuries, an enduring compromise
grew between Catholics and freethinkers, making Belgium
one of the most pluralistic countries in Europe today. The
fierce conflict between workers and employers, in its turn, led
to a well-functioning model of a consultation and welfare
state. Two cultures live together in Belgium. Up until the
second half of the past century, the Flemish majority was at
an economic, political and cultural disadvantage; during the
process of catching up, coinciding with the demise of the
Walloon economy, a complex federal model developed, in
which cosmopolitan Brussels takes a very special position.
This book aims to offer a historical perspective in interpreting
the current tensions in Belgian politics based on scientific
literature. Political History of Belgium is without doubt the
outstanding authoritative reference work about the political
history of a country at the centre of the development of
Europe. As such, it offers essential background information
for politicians, policy makers, civil servants, journalists,
researchers, students and anyone with an interest in Belgium
and Europe.
You read about it every day: How can we create a
sustainable, reliable and affordable energy supply? Does a
local water supply play a role in this? Why don’t we drive
hydrogen cars that are powered by the sun and rain? The
availability of cheap green energy is increasing. . We have
solar and wind power, and even energy derived from ambient
heat. At the same time we have very diverse energy needs:
fuel for cars, electricity, heat for buildings, feedstock for
industrial processes, to name just a few. Energy supply and
demand do not match, which means that we have to match
resources, storage and consumption in an intelligent way.
Solar Power to the People casts a thoughtful vision on
sustainable energy. We have to bring the power of the sun to
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the people. That is what sustainable energy and water is all
about. The authors believe we have to act quickly. The matter
is urgent.
The properties along the American Coast are one of the mast
sought after properties in the United States. People are
swarming to buy or build on beach property on the Atlantic
Gulf and Pacific Coast. The increase in population and
building has created many problems. Beaches are getting
smaller and building density is increasing. This increasing
density increases the changes for large developed areas to
be in the path of a hurricane and the larger the developed
area, the greater the potential for property lose and
deaths.Both coastal development will continue and
hurricanes be spawned and make landfall. If we are to
minimize property lose along our coast, we must construct
buildings that will resist the water and wind forces in
hurricanes.The purpose of this manual is to provide design
and construction, details and technique for improving coastal
construction.
For ease of comparison all the plans have been drawn to the
same scale." "The volume concludes with an extensive
bibliography and a listing of the relevant norms and
standards, making this work an essential reference for all
architects and engineers."--BOOK JACKET.
Archivists of the discontinuous: Architecture at the edge The
city as machine. The city as collage. Urban agglomeration as
the interim city, as the ersatz or even the abandoned city?
Even designations such as the murdered city have been
used. Slogans with different meanings and orientations as
well as theoretical concepts adopted by very different
ideologies and schools of urban planning have entered the
intellectual, conceptual discourse on urbanism and urban life,
on plannability and entropy, on civil society, ecological urban
culture and informal urban economy. The architects Kenny
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Cupers, a Belgian living in London, and Markus Miessen, a
German educated in Scotland, have created an architectural
study project that reflects habitats in photos - 'Spaces of
Uncertainty'. The work presented here in the form of an
exhibition that will be touring Europe until 2004 takes a critical
look at the intersecting point of inside, outside and aside
architecture. The project is located at the meeting point
between a micro and a macro view of the 'city" as contextual
myth. Using the example of Berlin - both
architects/artists/theoreticians worked in the Libeskind studio
for some time - the issue is demonstrated in paradigmatic
terms, positioned at the interface between the dissonance,
contingency and discontinuity of contemporary life as lived by
modern city dwellers.
Dutch: A Comprehensive Grammar is a complete reference
guide to modern Dutch grammar. This completely updated
new edition covers the new spelling system introduced in
1997 and the latest reform of 2005. A new section covers
modal particles. Concentrating on the real patterns of use in
modern Dutch through lively and accessible descriptions of
the language, the Grammar is an essential reference source
for the learner of Dutch, irrespective of level. It is ideal for use
in schools, colleges, universities and adult classes of all types
as well as being indispensable to those teaching themselves.
The volume is organized to promote a thorough
understanding of Dutch grammar. It offers a stimulating
analysis of the complexities of the language, and provides full
and clear explanations. Throughout, the emphasis is on
Dutch as used by present-day native-speakers. An extensive
index and numbered paragraphs provide readers with easy
access to the information they require. Features include: •
detailed treatment of the common grammatical structures and
parts of speech • extensive exemplification • particular
attention to areas of confusion and difficulty • Dutch-English
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parallels highlighted throughout the book
Overzicht in woord en beeld van deze stroming in de
Nederlandse architectuur (1910-1930).
Concretes, Construction materials, Buildings, Structures,
Structural design, Loading, Reinforced concrete, Strength of
materials, Framed structures, Beams, Slabs, Structural
members, Shear stress, Columns, Walls, Stability, Stairs,
Foundations, Reinforcement, Prestressed concrete, Precast
concrete, Composite construction, Composition, Durability,
Concrete mixes, Curing (concrete), Formwork, Finishes,
Movement joints, Grouting

UNESCO aims to tackle Africa’s underrepresentation on its World Heritage List by
inscribing instances of nineteenth- and twentiethcentury modern architecture and urban planning
there. But, what is one to make of the utopias of
progress and development for which these buildings
and sites stand? After all, concern for ‘modern
heritage’ invariably—and paradoxically it seems—has
to reckon with those utopias as problematic futures
of the past, a circumstance complicating intentions to
preserve a recent ‘culture’ of modernization on the
African continent. This book, a new title in
Routledge’s Studies in Culture and Development
series, introduces the concept of ‘global heritage
assemblages’ to analyse that problem. Based on
extensive anthropological fieldwork, it describes how
various governmental, intergovernmental, and nongovernmental actors engage with colonial and postcolonial built heritage found in Eritrea, Tanzania,
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Niger, and the Republic of the Congo. Rausch
argues that the global heritage assemblages
emerging from those examples produce
problematizations of the modern’, which ultimately
indicate a contemporary need to rescue modernity
from its dominant conception as an allencompassing, epochal, and spatial culture.
Looseleaf version also available (ISBN
9780117540774). On cover: Fire and Rescue
Service operational guidance. GRAs - generic risk
assessments. This series only applies to England.
Dated January 2011
the albion gallery, london presents a large show of
ink on canvas drawings made by joep van lieshout,
the founder of atelier van lieshout, along with several
large models, made by atelier van lieshout. the show
is all about life and work in slavecity, a dystopian
metropolis. joep van lieshout has been developing
this project since 2005.together with the exhibition a
publication of new and recent drawings of joep van
lieshout will be presented. it is the first publication of
drawings of joep van lieshout (19 color and 64 b&w
illustrations). the book features a conversation
between joep van lieshout and winy maas, architect
and one of the founders of architect office MVRDV,
based in rotterdam.
This publication by De Vleeshal and MER. Paper
Kunsthalle is realised in the framework of the past
exhibition "Published by MER. Paper Kunsthalle"
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held at De Kabinetten van de Vleeshal, the
Netherlands (October - December 2013). It features
talks between Lorenzo Benedetti (then curator of De
Vleeshal) and Luc Derycke (publisher) about art,
books and artists' books.0.
Throughout history, many leading thinkers have
been inspired by the parallels between nature and
human design, in mathematics, engineering and
other areas. This book publishes the results of a
conference on the significance of nature for design.
This open access book presents the scientific views
of some fifty experts on how they believe the
COVID-19 pandemic is currently affecting society,
and how it will continue to do so in the years to
come. Using the concept of a “common” (in the
sense of common values, common places, common
goods, and common sense), they elaborate on the
transition from an Old Common to a New Common.
In carefully crafted chapters, the authors address
expected shifts in major fields like health, education,
finance, business, work, and citizenship, applying
concepts from law, psychology, economics,
sociology, religious studies, and computer science to
do so. Many of the authors anticipate an acceleration
of the digital transformation in the forthcoming years,
but at the same time, they argue that a successful
shift to a new common can only be achieved by reevaluating life on our planet, strengthening resilience
at an individual level, and assuming more
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responsibility at a societal level.
New! A new face! A new style! Worldwide, there is
talk of a cult of novelty. This is also true in
architecture, where architects compete against each
other in terms of innovation and originality. The Why
Factory does things differently, and in Copy Paste, it
explores the possibilities of copying in
architecture.0What are the really original ideas in
architecture? Isn’t it better to ask what someone
adds to the existing repertoire and then to evaluate
that? In science, it is common to define originality in
that respect. This type of attitude seems to be a
taboo in architecture. So now the time has come to
stop this obsessive pursuit of unique authorship. The
Why Factory brings together diverse viewpoints on
the dilemma of copying in architecture, along with
the ethical and legal obligations. This book contains
a versatile guide to copying, and explores the
potential by means of a broad set of scenarios with
the help of various tools.
“Practically all new information on the greatest
empire of all and how it controlled and policed its
frontiers. Absolutely fascinating!”—Books Monthly At
its height, the Roman Empire was the greatest
empire yet seen with borders stretching from the rainswept highlands of Scotland in the north to the sunscorched Nubian desert in the south. But how were
the vast and varied stretches of frontier defined and
defended? Many of Rome’s frontier defenses have
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been the subject of detailed and ongoing study and
scholarship. Three frontier zones are now UNESCO
World Heritage sites (the Antonine Wall having
recently been granted this status—the author led the
bid), and there is growing interest in their study. This
wide-ranging survey will describe the varying frontier
systems, describing the extant remains, methods
and materials of construction and highlighting the
differences between various frontiers. Professor
Breeze considers how the frontiers worked,
discussing this in relation to the organization and
structure of the Roman army, and also their impact
on civilian life along the empire’s borders. He then
reconsiders the question of whether the frontiers
were the product of an overarching Empire-wide
grand strategy, questioning Luttwak’s seminal
hypothesis. This is a detailed and wide-ranging study
of the frontier systems of the Roman Empire by a
leading expert. Intended for the general reader, it is
sure also to be of great value for academics and
students in this field. The appendixes will include a
brief guide to visiting the sites today. “The result of
this book-crafting care and Breeze’s erudition is a
near-perfect example of specialized military history
done for a popular audience.” —Open Letters
Monthly
End to Torment: A Memoir of Ezra Pound is the
deeply personal journal kept by the poet H. D. (Hilda
Doolittle. 1886-1961) in 1958, the year Ezra Pound
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was released from St. Elizabeth's in Washington,
D.C., and returned to Italy. H. D., hospitalized in
Switzerland from a fall, was urged to put down on
paper, once and for all, her memories of Pound,
which reached back to 1905, when she was a
freshman at Bryn Mawr and he a graduate student at
the University of Pennsylvania. They had been
engaged for a period, and what began as a brief
romance developed into a lifetime's friendship and
collaboration in poetry. Throughout the reminiscence
runs H. D's conviction that her life and Pound's had
been irrevocably entwined since those early days
when they had walked together in the Pennsylvania
woods and he wrote for her verse after William
Morris, Rossetti, Swinburne, and Chaucer. Twentyfive of these poems, handbound in vellum by Pound
and called "Hilda's Book," are published here for the
first time as an epilogue to this important and moving
document.
Explains how to build a resume, gather information
about law school and careers, prepare for the Law
School Admissions Test (LSAT) and apply to law
school, and looks at the law school curriculum, the
importance of the first year (1L), the Law Review,
clinical programs, summer associate positions and
clerkships and seven lessons to carry from law
school into legal practice
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